Sewing Machines for this class are provided by Baby lock and Moore’s Sewing
Center.
Due to safety concerns and contractual obligations, you are NOT permitted to
use any machine other than the machines provided by Baby lock.
The following supply list may state that you need to bring your own sewing
machine. THIS IS NOT CORRECT. Please do not bring your own sewing
machine to this class.

PLEASE CONTINUE TO PAGE 2 FOR THE INSTRUCTOR’S SUPPLY LIST.

Pastiche Rulerwork Sampler Class
Road to CA 2023
Supply List
This class features the Westalee Rulerwork Kit of tools. Each of 7
templates is used in more than one way to show its versatility. The class
also explores the amazing designs that templates can create when used in
combination. Techniques include curved and straight designs, blocks and circular motifs,
background fills, borders, and much more. In addition to the in-class content, student can also
take advantage of additional, virtual free-motion classes, available at no additional charge, to add
fills to this project. This is a robust and faster paced starter rulerwork class with designing and
rulerwork techniques taught in combination. The class works from the center of the sample
moving to the outside. Not all designs can be completed in a single day workshop. Not suitable
for beginning quilters.

Classroom provided tools and supplies
(If you are in a sponsored classroom where machine are provided, these
should be provided but are included here for your reference.)
Machine related items
•
•
•
•
•
•

Machine in good order and manual
Rulerfoot to match your machine
Machine Screwdriver
Straight Stitch Throat Plate if it fits the
machine rulerfoot setup
40 wt Polyester Thread
90/14 Topstitch or Quilting needle

Westalee Design Tool Requirements:
• 12” Arc template
• Westalee Sampler Set 1
• 8 Point Crosshair (Students will share
this tool in class.)

•
•
•

Machine extension table such as a Sew
Steady table (HIGHLY
recommended)
Bobbins (can match the top thread if
desired)
Appropriate spool caps including the
tiny, special purpose spool cap

Student Provided Tools and Supplies:
1. Quilt Top: 32” by 34” solid piece of fabric. See the marking information guide at this link:
FabriKated Quilts Pastiche Rulerwork Sampler Marking Guide Handout.
2. Backing and Batting: 36” x 36” . Use solid color for the backing fabric so you can see your
progress. Please use good quality batting that is not overly puffy to create an easier learning
environment. A solid, lighter fabric is recommended for this class such as white, cream, or a
lighter pastel. You can spray baste or stitch some of the straight lines to secure the sandwich.
3. A 10” quilt sandwich to test sew and check your tension. Use the same fabric and batting as
your main quilt project piece.
4. Thread snips
5. Quilt safe marking tools such as blue water soluble or air erase markers that will show up on
your fabric.
6. Rotary rulers for marking such as a 3” x 18” and an 8” square or equivalent. These will just
be to mark lines, so no specific size is required. Much marking is done at home but also bring
these tools to class for additional marking requirements.
7. Freemotion Glider (Sew Steady carries both Freemotion, Grid and Rulerwork Gliders)
Westalee Design Tools in the Student Kit:
•
•

Spacing Gauge
Stable Table (2 pc)

IMPORTANT TEMPLATE INFORMATION
Templates are machine specific so you should get ones you can use for your own machines. If
you have low shank or high shank templates, you may bring either to safely use in the Road to
CA classroom. Please consult with the instructor if you need longarm templates for home
use. The instructor has a limited number that can be reserved for a small loaner fee. Label all
your tools to protect against loss as they all look the same. Templates and related items may
be purchase at FabriKated Quilts Westalee Shop or any authorized Sew Steady dealer. Sew
Steady has an online dealer locator to find a local shop if preferred.
NOTES:
1. This is a robust class with a lot of details. It is designed to mix templates to provide
integrated and more visually complex quilted designs. Please consider this when
choosing to participate in this class. Also, the quilt sandwich, while not huge, does
require some management when quilting these designs.
2. Although the sample has simple patterns, please just use a marked, solid fabric for class
so you can learn without worrying about your perfect quilt. You can make a pieced
pattern later and use what you have learned to make a final version if desired.
3. All the Westalee tools used in this class are part of the Westalee Rulerwork Kit, but they
can also be purchased separately.
4. The student kit has a Spacing Gauge that each student will keep, and some Stable tape
to use in class. Students may take any leftover Stable Tape home for future use.
5. Please email kate@fabrikatedquilts.com for any questions or concerns.

